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1.2. Principle 

1.2.1. Working Principle 

Using hermetic head faces theory, Runxin valve is designed to 

integrate multi-ports round closely to one valve body. When the rotor 

rotates, some ports will be shut off and meanwhile some other ports will 

be open, and thus the water will flow in and out this valve. 

A. Construction 

Runxin valve uses high-flatness moving disk and fixed disk to work 

as a valve. Fixed disk is fixed and moving disk is driven by handle or 

motor to rotate closely over fixed disk. There are several blind via and 

through-holes on fixed disk and moving disk, when moving disk stays on 

different positions of fixed disk, and then different flow passages will be 

formed. For softener valves, these positions are Service, Backwash, 

Brine & Slow Rinse, Brine Refill and Fast Rinse. If it is a filter valve, it has 

3 positions: Service, Backwash and Fast Rinse.  

B.Controller 

Signal→Controller→Actuator→Moving Disk→ Locating Device→ Controller 

The controller gets signal from Timer, Meter or Water Quality 

Detecting Instrument, and then will initiate the motor to drive the actuator 

to rotate the moving disk, and when the moving disk rotates to the 

correct position, another signal will be sent to the controller through the 

locating device, and the controller will stop the moving disk until it 

finishes this step; When next new signal is received by the controller, the 

controller will drive the moving disk to rotate to a new position and so on 

until all steps are finished. 

The operational process for F63 and F96 are below: 

1.2.2. The Principle of F63 Softener Valve 

In Figure 1-1, it shows moving disk and fixed disk of F63 Runxin 

valve. Fixed disk is fixed on the valve body. Valve body has ports of Inlet, 

Outlet, Drain, Brine and Top/Bottom strainers, and these ports are 

connected with through hole on fixed disk. On the moving disk, it has a 
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through-hole permanent connect with inlet, two blind holes. The moving 

disk will closely attach the fixed disk and rotates and thus flow passages 

are formed, named Service, Backwash, Brine & Slow Rinse and Fast 

Rinse working positions, as shown in Figure1-2 to Figure 1-6. 

 

Figure 1-1 Moving Disk and Fixed Disk of F63 

A. Service Position 

In Service position, hard water enters unit at valve inlet and flows 

through-holes on moving disk-then flows through the fixed disk-then 

flows through top strainer- then flows down through the resin in the resin 

tank. In the resin bed, the hard water is revert to soft water after 

ion-exchange process. Soft water enters center tube through the bottom 

distributor — then flows up thru the center tube — then through valve 

body-then through the passage formed by the fixed disk and moving 

disk-then flows through out of valve. 

     

Figure 1-2 Flow Process of Service Position 
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B. Backwash Position 

In Backwash position, hard water enters unit at valve inlet - flows to 

the passage of moving disk- enters the Stator-through valve body- down 

the center tube - through the bottom distributor and up through the resin 

– flows up to top distributor – to valve body – to the fixed disk- to the 

moving disk-flows out the drain line. 

 (Under backwash status, outlet water could pass through 

brine line connector into brine tank so a check valve is suggested 

to be installed in water outlet.) 

      

Figure 1-3 Flow Process of Backwash Position 

C.Brine & Slow Rinse Position 

In Brine & Slow Rinse Position, hard water enters unit at valve inlet - 

flows through-holes on moving disk-then flows through the fixed disk - 

flows up into injector housing and down through nozzle and orifice to 

draw brine from the brine tank —mixed salt water flows down thru resin – 

after finishes ion-exchange – to bottom distributor — flows up thru center 

tube —flows up to top distributor – to valve body – to the fixed disk- to 

the moving disk-flows out the drain line. 
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Figure 1-4 Flow Process of Brine & Slow Rinse Position 

D. Brine Refill Position 

In Brine Refill Position, hard water enters into the fixed disk via 

through-holes on moving disk-flows through the injector, one part of water 

fills into the brine tank from brine line connector, another part cleans up 

the injector-then flows through the passage formed by the fixed disk and 

moving disk-flows out the drain line. 

     

Figure 1-5 Flow Process of Brine Refill 

E. Fast Rinse Position 

In Fast Rinse Position, hard water enters into the fixed disk via 

through-holes on moving disk-then flows through valve body and top 

strainer- then flows down through the resin in the resin tank-after 

rinse, sewage enters center tube through the bottom distributor-then 
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through the passage formed by the fixed disk and moving disk- flows out 

the drain line.  

    

Figure 1-6 Flow Process of Fast Rinse 

Runxin filter control valve, it only has Service, Backwash and Fast 

Rinse total 3 steps.  

 

 

1.2.3. The Principle of F96 Softener 

Valve 

F96 has 4 Tee piston valves A, B, C, 

D inside the valve body (Figure1-7). The 

moving disk has 4 through-holes and 1 

blind hole (Figure1-8). The fixed disk has 

A upper, A lower, B upper, B lower, C 

upper, C lower, D upper, D lower, total 8 

passages (Figure1-9) and interlink with 

upper/lower rooms of A, B, C, D of tee 

piston valve (Figure1-10). 

F 

F

Figure 1-7 Tee Piston Valve 
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Figure1-8 The Moving Disk   Figure1-9 The Fixed Disk 

 

A. Service Position 

In Service position, as shown in Figure1-10, distribution valve control 

four tee piston valves to realize A piston downward, B piston upward, C 

piston downward, D piston upward, then it can form passage as 

Figure1-11. 

 

Figure1-11 Water Flow Process in Service Position 

B.Backwash Position 

In Backwash position, through different angles of fixed and moving 

disks located respectively, distribution valve control four tee piston valves 

to realize A piston upward, B piston upward, C piston upward, D piston 

downward, then it can form passage as Figure1-12. 

Figure1-10 The Fixed 

Disk/Moving Disk in 

Service Position 
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Figure1-12 Water Flow Process in Backwash Position 

C.Brine & Slow Rinse Position 

In Brine & Slow Rinse position, through different angles of fixed and 

moving disks located respectively, distribution valve control four tee piston 

valves to realize A piston upward, B piston downward, C piston upward, D 

piston upward, meanwhile, electronic ball valve will be opened, then it can 

form passage as Figure1-13. When brine draw finished, the ball valve will 

be turned off and enters into slow rinse status. 

 

Figure1-13 Water Flow Process in Brine& Slow Rinse Position 
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D. Fast Rinse Position 

In Fast Rinse position, through different angles of fixed and moving 

disks located respectively, distribution valve control four tee piston valves 

to realize A piston downward, B piston upward, C piston upward, D piston 

upward, then it can form passage as Figure1-14.  

 

Figure1-14 Water Flow Process in Fast Rinse Position 

E.Brine Refill Position 

After the unit finishes Fast Rinse position, it will return service 

position again. In the same time, the electrical ball valve will opened, a 

small part of hard water fills into brine tank though injector. The electrical 

ball valve will be turned off when the set Brine Refill Time ends. 

From its principle, F96 softener valve distributes the pressure 

source on four tee piston valves through distribution valve. The area of 

bearing pressure on the top and bottom of piston is different which forms 

pressure difference and result in piston moves in or out in chamber. In 

order to make this pressure difference, there is a diaphragm pump 

matched with control valve to make inlet pressure≥0.2MPa≥inlet 

pressure of main valve ensure fixed disk is connected with G.  

When used as a filtration system, distribution valve controls pistons to 

run Service, Backwash and Fast Rinse functions. 
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2.1.2. F63C3 Valve Assembly 
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